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Two Folk Tunes for Secondary Schools

Instrumental folk music can be used in many different ways for workshops in secondary schools at KS3 level.

With this age group, the amount of students who play instruments and the levels to which they play at varies a lot in different schools and different classes, so workshops need to be very carefully planned to suit the needs and abilities of the students in each workshop.

Here are a few different ways that folk tunes could be used at KS3.
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Winlaton Sword Dance Jig

This tune was collected by George Butterworth in Winlaton, Co. Durham, and was played for sword dancing. It’s a simpler, shorter version of a tune often known as ‘The Ten Penny Bit’, which is still played in sessions and ceilidhs today.

**Basic level**

Learning the tune by ear by splitting it up into smaller phrases and repeating. There is also a simplified version of the tune which could be used.

Can discuss time signatures – what time signature is this tune in? It’s 6/8, in folk music that’s called a jig. Could lead to a discussion of compound time in general.

**More advanced level**

The provided chords could be used to accompany the tune for chord instruments.

Alternatively, the class could have a go at writing their own chords. This could be done in various ways, eg. Using a chord chart and matching it to the tune:

**G major chord scale**

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
D & E & F# & G & A & B & C \\
B & C & D & E & F# & G & A \\
G & A & B & C & D & E & F# \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\end{array}
\]
Winlaton Sword Dance Jig
Collected by George Butterworth, Winlaton, Co.Durham
www.vwml.org/record/GB/7d/31b

Traditional Sword Dance Tune

Winlaton Sword Dance (simplified version)
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Pipe tune: Andrew Carr

This is a tune from the Lucy Broadwood collection of 1890 from Northumberland

**Basic level**

Again, focusing on learning the tune by ear. This tune has an A and a B part, and is also a bit harder to play than the previous tune. A simplified version is also provided.

**More advanced level**

Traditionally, pipers have created their own additional variations of tunes, often resulting in tunes with many more than 2 parts. These parts usually have the same endings as the original tune. Composing variations of a pipe tune is a fun exercise and you can create your own class piece with everyone’s variation in. This kind of exercise could also be adapted to be part of a GCSE composition module.

Many of the components looked at above could be used to create arrangements of tune as a class, creating a complete piece.

**Summary of ways folk tunes could be used in KS3 music workshops:**

- Learning by ear skills
- Playing chords to accompany a tune
- Making up chords to accompany a tune
- Arranging a tune
- Composing variations
- Making group arrangements
- To accompany singing
- Could look at modes and scales
- Exploring different time signatures
- Stylistic ornamentation
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Andrew Carr
Collected from Newcastle Courant newspaper clipping
in Lucy Broadwood collection c.1890
www.vwml.org/record/LEB/4/216/1

Traditional Northumbrian Pipe Tune

Composing variations of Andrew Carr
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